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Lady Gu had begun to make up stories. “Do you think that Lady Ling is a chaste woman? That’s just a 

mask she wears! In fact…” 

Feng Wu would never allow anyone to slander her mother like that. 

She stepped out and raised her hand. 

Smack! 

She slapped Lady Gu hard in the face. 

Lady Gu stared at her in disbelief, and so did everyone else. 

They had never expected Feng Wu to hit a senior member of the family. 

“Feng Wu, you —” 

Before Lady Gu could protest, Feng Wu slapped her again. 

She used so much force that Lady Gu flew backward. 

The crowd was astonished. That was such a bold move. 

Some of them wanted to protest, but they gave up the idea when they saw the crown prince’s face. 

Instead of shutting up, Lady Gu shouted even louder, as if she had lost her mind. 

“You’re angry because I’m telling the truth!” She stared at Feng Wu and guffawed. “I’ll tell everyone 

even if you kill me!” 

Feng Wu narrowed her eyes. 

She was about to speak, when there were quick footsteps outside. 

“His Majesty has arrived. 

“Her Majesty the Empress has arrived.” 

WHAT?! 

Everyone was astonished! 

Old Mrs. Gu and Lord Gu looked at each other in surprise. 

His Majesty? 

How could this be? 

They would already consider it a great blessing if Empress Dugu sent them a gift for the old lady’s 

birthday, let alone have the empress here in person. 



But now, even the emperor was here. 

What was going on? 

Mrs. Zuo held old Mrs. Gu’s hand and said excitedly, “Empress Dugu must be here for Prince Jun 

Linshen!” 

If the empress was here to support Jun Linshen, then they would be able to stick to their lies. 

Mrs. Zuo then whispered, “His Majesty and His Royal Highness don’t really get along well.” 

Old Mrs. Gu was reassured. 

They had been losing ground because Jun Linyuan supported Feng Wu. 

Now that His Majesty was here, the crown prince had to give way. At that thought, old Mrs. Gu and Lord 

Gu grew excited. 

Everyone knelt down to greet the emperor and the empress. 

Emperor Wu was obviously angry when he walked in, and the entire crowd could feel it. 

“Your Majesty —” 

Everyone greeted him. 

Wherever the emperor went, the air felt thin. Even the temperature seemed to drop. 

He sat down in the host seat and glanced at the crowd. 

Jun Linshen was very excited. 

He thought that his parents were here to support him because Jun Linyuan had crossed the line. 

At that thought, he jumped at Emperor Wu and said, “Father, I didn’t do it!” 
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Jun Linshen wrapped his arms around Emperor Wu’s leg and shouted, “Your Majesty, I didn’t do it!” 

Feng Wu frowned at Emperor Wu. 

She remembered Emperor Wu as a biased father who would always take Jun Linshen’s side. Was he 

going to do it again? 

Emperor Wu cast a stern look at Feng Wu and thought, “Aren’t you a fierce girl? They’re humiliating 

your mother now! Do something! 

“Don’t just sit around!” 

Seeing that look, Feng Wu rubbed her nose and wondered what the emperor was up to this time. 



Emperor Wu had no idea that Feng Wu was mistaken about his attitude. He looked around and said, 

“Someone, tell me what’s going on here.” 

No one responded. 

Lady Gu suddenly had an idea. 

She decided that she should grab this opportunity and make the first move. 

At that thought, she stepped out and said loudly, “Your Majesty, Lady Ling is the one who started the 

whole thing! Your Majesty probably doesn’t know who that is…” 

Both Emperor Wu and Empress Dugu gave her a strange look. How could they not know who she was? 

Lady Gu spoke very fast when she was nervous. “Lady Ling seduced Lord Gu, my brother! Feng Wu 

wants her mother to become the official wife, so she killed Mrs. Gu!” 

Emperor Wu gritted his teeth. “Did you say that Lady Ling seduced Gu Guanjun?” 

Lady Gu was a little taken aback because she realized that something was off. 

The highlight of her analysis was the part where Feng Wu killed Mrs. Gu, but His Majesty only cared 

about the petty details, which puzzled Lady Gu. 

But she didn’t have much time to think, so she nodded. “Yes! Lady Ling seduced Lord Gu!” 

Emperor Wu gave Feng Wu a cold glance. 

He wondered why Feng Wu was still standing there when that woman was slandering her mother. 

Lady Gu cried and said, “Your Majesty, I’m telling the truth, but Feng Wu hit me. Please do something…” 

Emperor Wu was satisfied when he saw the bruises on her face and her handless arm. 

Lady Gu would probably pass out if she knew what Emperor Wu was thinking. 

“Feng Wu, do you have anything to say?” Emperor Wu asked in a neutral tone. 

Feng Wu replied by slapping Lady Gu again. “I see that you haven’t learned your lesson. Are you having 

fun making up stories? I’ll slap you once for every lie you tell!” 

She was dauntless! 

Everyone looked at her in disbelief. 

How dare she? 

How could she do that in front of the emperor? 

Lady Gu cried as she ran away from Feng Wu. “Your Majesty, Feng Wu is angry because I’m right!” 

Seeing that Emperor Wu wouldn’t say anything, Lady Gu screamed at Feng Wu, “How dare you hit me in 

front of His Majesty? You have no respect for His Majesty at all!” 
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Feng Wu smirked. She then took out the Fire Dragon Rod and struck out at Lady Gu. “Go on shouting, I 

dare you!” 

Most people wouldn’t be able to withstand such force. 

Feng Wu aimed at Lady Gu’s forehead. 

Luckily for Lady Gu, she evaded in time. 

The rod landed on her shoulder instead. 

Lady Gu cried out in pain. 

The crowd sucked in their breaths. That thump sounded so painful. 

However, His Majesty didn’t stop Feng Wu. 

Was His Majesty on Feng Wu’s side? 

Old Mrs. Gu was furious. 

Lord Gu narrowed his eyes. 

However, the Long family reacted first. 

Long Yanyi stopped the rod and glared at Feng Wu. 

“Stop.” 

He was the current head of the Long family. Around him, the temperature seemed to drop. 

All eyes fell on him. 

Emperor Wu watched this with a brooding look in his eyes. 

Jun Linyuan sat on his right and Empress Dugu on his left. 

Jun Linyuan was watching Feng Wu, and Empress Dugu was watching Emperor Wu. 

Empress Dugu had hoped that she had guessed wrong, but when she saw Emperor Wu give Feng Wu 

tacit consent to beat up Lady Gu, she knew that she couldn’t lie to herself anymore. 

Emperor Wu had feelings for Lady Ling. Empress Dugu was both jealous and nervous at that discovery. 

Long Yanyi didn’t know any of this. He just kept staring at Feng Wu. 

“Did you kill my sister?” he asked. 

Feng Wu shook her head. “No.” 

Long Yanyi asked, “Then how did she die?” 

Feng Wu gave him a strange look and smiled a little. “I’m afraid you’ll have to ask Lord Gu.” 



Long Yanyi narrowed his eyes. “What do you mean?” 

He didn’t have the patience for this. 

Then there was a sound. 

Someone sighed. 

The crowd turned around and saw that Lord Gu had stepped forward. 

All eyes were on him. 

Mrs. Gu was his wife, and the whole thing started because of his so-called relationship with Lady Ling. 

They were waiting for him to tell the truth. 

Now that he had stepped out, he was probably going to tell them what they wanted to hear. 

Everyone looked at him in expectation. 

Lord Gu walked up to Long Yanyi and lowered his head. “I do have to take responsibility for my wife’s 

death. Master Long, you can do whatever you want with me.” 

Long Yanyi clenched his fists. 

Lord Gu said, “Lady Ling has feelings for me, but I would never betray my wife, so I only promised her 

that she could become my concubine. However, I didn’t know that she would...” 
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Lord Gu gave Feng Wu an odd look. 

The emotion it contained was a mixture of rage, hatred, and resignation. 

In the end, he took a deep breath and sighed. He sounded very sorry when he spoke to Long Yanyi. “You 

can take revenge however you like. The Gu family will take full responsibility.” 

Ssss — 

Everyone drew in their breaths when they heard that. 

Although Lord Gu didn’t name the killer, the look he gave Feng Wu revealed the “truth.” 

So, did Feng Wu really kill Mrs. Gu for her mother? 

Emperor Wu was furious, and the temperature seemed to drop again. 

There was a murderous look in his eyes. 

Gu Guanjuan’s stomach lurched. 

Why… 

Empress Dugu gloated at Gu Guanjuan’s predicament. 



Long Yanyi gritted his teeth and asked, “So, you’re saying that this girl killed my sister!” 

Gu Guanjun sounded pained when he said, “She’s too young to understand what she has done. I’m the 

reason why this happened! I’ll take full responsibility!” 

The crowd was moved by what he said. 

Some of them had been doubtful before, thinking that even if Feng Wu was the killer, Lord Gu had to 

have something to do with it as well. However, they admired Lord Gu after hearing what he said. 

Feng Wu looked at Gu Guanjuan and found him to be the most cunning man. 

“Are you going to take responsibility?” Feng Wu smiled at him. “Since you’re the murderer, Lord Gu, you 

should pay with your life.” 

The others were all baffled. 

Why did she say that? 

After everything that had happened, how could she still sound so confident? 

Gu Guanjuan was perplexed. 

He didn’t expect to hear such words from Feng Wu either. 

He looked at her and sighed in disappointment. “You’re too proud. If you can do such a thing at your 

age, what will you become when you grow up? I was going to protect you because of your promising 

future, but since you won’t repent, you’re on your own. Feng Wu, admit your crime.” 

Long Yanyi reached for Feng Wu’s neck. 

He was going to execute her! 

As soon as he raised his hand, the crown prince’s eyes glinted coldly. 

Thump! 

Long Yanyi stumbled back, and the ground under Jun Linyuan’s chair cracked as well. 

He glared at Jun Linyuan. 

Jun Linyuan was in the younger generation, and Long Yanyi was his senior. Normally, a teenager would 

never be the match of a middle-aged man. 

Moreover, Long Yanyi was the master of Dragon Valley and a talented cultivator. However, after 

exchanging one blow, he realized that he wasn’t Jun Linyuan’s match! 
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Not only wasn’t he Jun Linyuan’s match, he also couldn’t tell what Jun Linyuan’s level was, and that was 

the scariest part. 



If Jun Linyuan could defeat someone of Long Yanyi’s generation, did that mean that he was as powerful 

as the elders? 

By “elders,” Long Yanyi was referring to someone of his father’s generation. 

Long Yanyi was amazed by how talented Jun Linyuan was. 

However, as the master of Dragon Valley, he would never admit defeat. 

Even if he had to lose, he would make sure that he fought to the last moment. 

He was about to strike again, when Feng Wu suddenly said, “Are you still going to lie there and do 

nothing?” 

What? 

Who was she talking to? 

The crowd was baffled when they saw that she was talking to Mrs. Gu, who was supposed to be dead. 

Feng Wu sounded like she was talking to a living person. “Are you going to let Dragon Valley be 

destroyed from seeking revenge on the wrong person?” 

Ssss — 

Her tone gave the others the creeps. 

Was she talking to a ghost now? 

“Gu Guanjun, you b*stard!” 

There was a scream. 

Meanwhile, Mrs. Gu, who had been lying there with a handkerchief on her face, suddenly sat up. 

“Holy crap!” 

“OMG!” 

“Damn!” 

“A ghost!” 

… 

Nearly everyone stumbled back involuntarily, and some people almost fell off the stairs. 

It was so scary! 

Mrs. Gu ripped off the white cloth, revealing her pale but furious face. 

She scrambled to her feet, ran up to Gu Guanjun, and slapped him. 

Smack! 

Lord Gu turned ghastly pale. 



The crowd was astonished. 

“Is she a ghost now?” 

“Look! There’s her shadow on the floor! I heard that ghosts don’t have shadows!” 

“That is to say, Mrs. Gu came back to life? Or was she alive this whole time?” 

“But why is she hitting Lord Gu?” 

… 

“Good question.” Feng Wu clapped. “Didn’t Lord Gu call me a killer? Why is the victim coming after him 

now?” 

Gu Guanjuan stiffened when he heard the question. 

Everyone looked at Lord Gu. Although they didn’t say anything, they already had doubts. 

Mrs. Gu shook from head to toe in rage. She looked like she was about to burn down the entire manor. 

Ever since she woke up, Gu Guanjun was all she could see. The others had all fallen into the background. 

Gu Guanjun finally realized what was going on. His pupils contracted, and he was ready to kill her. 

He knew that he couldn’t let Mrs. Gu say another word. 

However, the crown prince turned his cold gaze on him, and after a brief moment, Gu Guanjuan could 

neither move nor speak. 

He could only watch as Mrs.. Gu shouted at him. 
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Just then, Mrs. Gu shouted at Gu Guanjun. 

“Gu Guanjun, you b*stard! If this hadn’t happened, I would never have known that you wanted to kill 

me! My husband tried to kill me!!!” 

Rumble!? 

Those words were like a thunderclap in everyone’s ears. 

WHAT?! 

Gosh! 

OMG! 

… 

Apart from old Mrs. Gu and Lady Gu, who knew the truth, the others all paled when they heard this. 

Gu Guanjun was the real killer! 



How was that even possible?! 

Gu Guanjun’s face had gone ghastly pale, and his mind was blank. She had exposed him. What should he 

do now? 

But he didn’t lose his composure. In an instant, he regained his poise and spoke in a slightly agitated 

voice. “My lady, you’re awake! Is your head injured? I shouldn’t have argued with you. It’s all my fault…” 

He tried to take Mrs. Gu’s hand, but she smacked his hand away. 

However, he grabbed her hands and wrapped his arm around her waist. 

Mrs. Gu couldn’t break free from his grip. 

Feng Wu smiled at her. 

“Lord Gu, are you trying to cover up your crime by saying that the two of you had an argument and that 

she injured her head?” Feng Wu then glanced at Long Yanyi. “Master Long, aren’t you looking for the 

killer? I think Mrs. Gu has the answer.” 

Long Yanyi grabbed Lord Gu’s hand. 

Lord Gu sensed a streak of energy coming from the tips of Long Yanyi’s fingers. 

He didn’t want to let go of Mrs. Gu, so he stared at Long Yanyi and tightened his grip. 

He knew that if he let go of his wife, she would tell the whole truth. 

But the fact that he wouldn’t let go of Mrs. Gu convinced Long Yanyi that he was the killer. 

“Let go!” Lord Gu immediately attacked Lord Gu. 

Taken by surprise, Lord Gu stumbled back. 

“Brother!” Seeing Long Yanyi, Mrs. Gu finally felt that she was safe. She burst into tears and shouted, 

“Brother! He wanted to kill me!” 

That was the second time she said that. 

“Sweetheart, what happened?” Old Mrs. Long wrapped her arms around Mrs. Gu and said, “Didn’t Feng 

Wu attack you here?” 

Mrs. Gu shook her head. “No! That’s not what happened! He attacked me in Moon Pavilion, not here!” 

Wow — 

All eyes were on her. 

Moon Pavilion? 

“So, that was the crime scene, was it?” Feng Wu asked Mrs. Gu. 

Mrs. Gu said, “It all happened in Moon Pavilion!” 



Mrs. Gu pointed at Lord Gu. “He pushed me, and I hit my head on the corner of the table! I wanted to 

get away from him, but he… 

“He grabbed my hair and stabbed me! He wanted me dead!” Mrs.. Gu burst into tears. “I wanted to 

know why, and he said…” 
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“That’s bullsh*t!” Lord Gu glared at Mrs. Gu. “You don’t know what you’re talking about!” 

Mrs. Gu smiled sadly. “I asked you why you wanted to kill me, and what did you say? You said that you 

never wanted to marry me, and that Dragon Valley forced you! Gu Guanjun, do you even have a heart?! 

You fainted outside Dragon Valley, covered in blood! You were running away from those people, and I 

saved you!” 

All eyes were on Lord Gu, whose face was very dark. He looked like he wanted to cut Mrs. Gu into tiny 

pieces. 

Mrs. Gu said, “You courted me after I saved you, saying that I was the only woman you wanted to 

marry! I only learned much later that your family messed with the wrong people, and they were trying 

to kill you! Dragon Valley got you out of trouble in the end, otherwise, the entire Gu family would have 

been wiped out by now! Dragon Valley is the only reason you’ve been able to live peacefully for so many 

years! 

“I only knew how much debt your family was in after I married you, and I’ve been supporting your family 

with my dowry ever since! Nearly all of it is gone!” 

What?! The Long family glared at Gu Guanjun. 

Mrs. Gu went on, “I treated your parents like my own ever since I married you. I gave you many children, 

and I doted on your sister! Have I ever done anything wrong? You live under Dragon Valley’s protection 

and have used Dragon Valley’s money, but in the end, you tried to kill me!” 

Such accusations! 

It made people want to cry. 

Lord Gu wanted to retort but didn’t know what to say. 

Seeing this, Lady Gu was anxious. She had to do something... 

“Sister-in-law, you’re awake! I was so worried!” Lady Gu wanted to find an opportunity to knock Mrs. Gu 

out, when Mrs. Gu grabbed her arm. 

The lady said, “Gu Yunyan, have I ever done anything to you?!” 

Lady Gu said, “No, of course not.” 

Mrs. Gu said, “If that’s the case, why did you help your brother to kill me?!” 

What? Lady Gu was in it, too?! 



Everyone stared at Lady Gu. 

Lady Gu said, “I...” 

Mrs. Gu stepped forward and said, “Do you still remember what you told Gu Guanjun in that room when 

you thought that I was dead?” 

Lady Gu already had a guilty conscience. Hearing those words, she stumbled back and fell to the floor. 

Her face was ghastly pale, and her fingers trembled. 

“What did you say? ‘Brother, don’t worry. I tricked Lady Ling into signing that contract, like you said. 

Lady Ling is so stupid. She can’t even read. She thought it was an apology letter.’” 

“Shut up!” Lady Gu panicked. 

The others were dumbfounded when they heard those words. 

What? Lady Ling had been tricked into signing the contract? 
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Of course, Feng Wu wouldn’t let Lady Gu get in the way. 

She took off Lady Gu’s shoes and stuffed them into her mouth, and hit a few of her vital points. That 

way, Lady Gu couldn’t move a muscle. 

Mrs. Gu glared at Lady Gu and went on exposing her. 

“And what did you say? ‘Feng Wu won’t be a problem. So what if she tries to speak up for her mother? 

We have the marriage contract, and Lady Ling can’t change that. If all else fails, we can wait until Feng 

Wu starts Year 4. She’ll have to live on campus, and we can bring Lady Ling back home.’ 

“You also said, ‘My sister-in-law is a beauty, but she has the mind of a seven-year-old. She’ll believe 

everything we tell her. Once you have her, she’ll have to accept the reality. What can Feng Wu do?'” 

Mrs. Gu pointed at Lady Gu and shouted, “What did you tell me before that? You said that Lady Ling 

seduced my husband and wouldn’t let him go! The truth is, she won’t even look at Gu Guanjun!” 

“Shut up!” Lord Gu wanted to stop his wife, but… 

He couldn’t even lift a finger. 

He struggled violently, but the restraints around him felt like iron, and he couldn’t move a finger. 

Who did it? 

Who was restraining him? 

Lord Gu raised his eyes and met a pair of brooding eyes. His heart sank. 

The crown prince… 

It was the crown prince… 



Lady Gu wasn’t as calm as Lord Gu was. When Mrs. Gu pointed at her, she scrambled away from her in 

fear. 

Everyone looked from Mrs. Gu to Feng Wu. 

It seemed that they had all been misled. Feng Wu was never the killer! 

She had been framed! 

“I must have been blind! How could I marry an evil man like you?!” Mrs. Gu was exhausted after she 

shouted those words. She then fainted and fell to the floor. 

Long Yanyi and old Mrs. Long picked her up and burst into tears. Why did this happen to their sister and 

daughter?! 

Old Mrs. Gu’s heart sank. 

She had wanted to pretend to faint, but Mrs. Gu beat her to it. 

Luckily for her, now that Mrs. Gu was unconscious, she could start talking. 

She gave Lord Gu a warning glance. 

Lord Gu wanted to say something, but he couldn’t make a sound. 

Left with no other choice, old Mrs. Gu stepped out and held old Mrs. Long’s hands. “I think my daughter-

in-law must have injured her head because someone drugged her. That’s why she came up with such an 

outrageous story. If you believe her, you’ll only fall into the culprit’s trap.” 

Old Mrs. Long hesitated. 

Her daughter had indeed been behaving strangely. Was it possible… 

Feng Wu smiled and told old Mrs. Long, “When I discovered Mrs. Gu, she wasn’t breathing anymore. I 

used some acupuncture needles to revive her.” 

Seeing that old Mrs. Long still didn’t look fully convinced, Feng Wu frowned. “Mrs. Gu mentioned Moon 

Pavilion just then. That is to say, Moon Pavilion is the crime scene, right?” 

“That’s right!” Emperor Wu rose to his feet. “I think we should take a look.” 

Lord Gu panicked. 

Moon Pavilion was indeed where the attack had taken place. He had thought that Mrs. Gu was dead, so 

he hadn’t cleaned up the place.. The others would easily find out what happened there. 
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Lord Gu kept giving his steward warning glances. 

The steward, who was standing behind the crowd, took the hint and promptly left. 

Emperor Wu frowned a little and glanced at Qin Yan. 



He trusted the man. 

The Qin family had two sons, Qin Mo and Qin Yan. 

Qin Mo was the head of military intelligence and worked in the shadows. 

Qin Yan was Emperor Wu’s personal guard and the most senior of the imperial guards. 

He nodded at Emperor Wu and quickly left. 

Hardly anyone noticed that Qin Yan was gone, so Lord Gu thought that he might still have a chance. 

When he arrived at Moon Pavilion, he saw something unexpected. 

Qin Yan was holding Steward Gu down with his foot, and oil was splashed everywhere around them. 

He stepped hard, and Steward Gu screeched in pain. 

Seeing this, Lord Gu was filled with despair. 

“What’s going on?” Emperor Wu frowned. 

Qin Yan said, “Your Majesty, I came here to examine Moon Pavilion, but this sneaky old man was 

pouring oil all over the building. He wanted to burn the place down.” 

“How dare he?!” Emperor Wu was furious. He turned around and stared at Gu Guanjun. “Are you trying 

to fool me?!” 

Gu Guanjun’s face had lost all color, and he shook from head to toe. 

Emperor Wu told Qin Yan, “Check the room!” 

Qin Yan said, “Yes, Your Majesty.” 

Qin Yan led some men into Moon Pavilion and soon came back to report to Emperor Wu. “Your Majesty, 

a table inside has been knocked over. The blood splatter fits Mrs. Gu’s recount. Moon Pavilion is indeed 

the crime scene.” 

Those words signed Lord Gu’s death warrant. 

All eyes were on him. 

His children stared at him in disbelief. 

“Why is this happening?! I can’t believe it!” 

“What’s going on? What’s happening to our family?!” 

“I don’t believe you...” 

None of them could accept what had happened. It was horrible. 

The looks the others gave them were even more complicated. 



At first, everyone believed that Feng Wu was the killer, but it turned out that she had been wronged, 

and Lord Gu was the real culprit... 

Lord Gu looked at each child in turn before glaring at Feng Wu. 

Suddenly, he smiled bitterly. 

He laughed like a mad person. “I never thought that I would be defeated by a girl!” 

He looked from Jun Linshen to the ladies, before turning his gaze on Feng Wu. “You won!” 

After that, his hand shifted in his sleeve. 

Poof! 

Jun Linyuan knocked the dagger out of his hand. 

He wouldn’t let Lord Gu die so easily! 

Then something unexpected happened. 

“My lady!” Mrs. Zuo shouted. 

Everyone was shocked when they saw a dagger in the old lady’s chest, and she herself was holding the 

handle. 

That was to say... 
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Old Mrs. Gu had committed suicide! 

Gosh! 

Everyone sucked in their breaths. 

Old Mrs. Gu pushed away from the people who tried to help her. She looked at Emperor Wu and knelt 

down. 

Both old Mrs. Long and Long Yanyi frowned. 

Blood was oozing out of old Mrs. Gu’s mouth. 

She suddenly turned to Feng Wu and said, “I’ll take full responsibility for everything that happened. 

Please forgive the Gu family...” 

She dropped to the ground and died. 

“Grandma!” the Gu brothers cried out. 

Feng Wu’s face darkened. 

What a sinister woman. She still tried to get back at Feng Wu even after her death. 



Feng Wu had already cleared her and her mother’s reputations. The grudge was between the Gu and 

Long families now. 

However, with what the old lady had done, all the members of the Gu family would always see Feng Wu 

as the person who had humiliated their family and killed their grandmother! 

Feng Wu! 

Feng Wu smirked. The Gu family was trying to make the Feng family their target because they couldn’t 

handle the Long family. How naive. 

“Feng Wu! I’m gonna kill you!” 

Four of the six brothers charged at Feng Wu together. 

Mrs. Zuo shook her head. Those stupid boys had no idea what Feng Wu’s level was. 

She reminded them, “I think you should take care of your grandmother’s funeral first.” 

They shouldn’t just leave the dead body on the ground. 

Gu Xingcheng snorted. “Are you on Feng Wu’s side as well?!” 

Mrs. Zuo was speechless. 

Where did that come from? She wanted Feng Wu dead more than anything in this world! 

All four of them had been defeated by Feng Wu before, but they felt that if they fought her together, 

they could surely turn things around. 

Feng Wu smirked. These men didn’t intimidate her! 

She took out her Fire Dragon Rod. 

Bring it on! 

She had been waiting for a fight! 

Many people were concerned. 

“Isn’t Feng Wu a Level 7 Spiritual Elder? She’ll be killed!” 

“The Gu brothers are all very talented!” 

“No, she’s not! She’s at least a Level 3 Spiritual Lord!” 

“Then it’s going to be a fierce battle!” 

... 

Emperor Wu was speechless. 

Xiao Wu was a Level 7 Spiritual Lord! Those boys would never be her match! 

Thump! Thump! Thump! 



Feng Wu knocked the boys on their heads. 

Emperor Wu was right. Those boys weren’t her match at all. 

Thump! 

Before the four teenagers could react, they were already rolling around on the ground and howling in 

pain. 

Many people were shocked. 

Feng Wu was incredible! 

Feng Wu then slammed the rod down on the ground and snorted. “Anyone else?” 

The crowd was speechless. 

 


